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ABSTRA

For the past several years, the secondary-level
literature section of the Hawaii English Project has been working
towards an approach to classroom management and materials selection
that will allow both structur'e and individualization. This paper
provides guidelines for instituting a system in which the class works
in groups of three to, five students, each group choosing from a
selectibn of separate thematic units. Within each unit,--students"
choose additional readingand tasks and also work at. their own paces.

'-Considerations for program dvelopment and 'material selection, for
classroom managepent, and fOr teacher training and role definition -
are outlined. (KS) . 4
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Structured Optionality: Individualiiation 14ithout'a Nervous,,Breakdown!

Of continuing concern olisliteachers is the desire to.create' an

indiv.dualized Literature ,program and' at the same time maintain some s.truc-

,_ture and-direCtion in the learning Oat takes place in the classroom (as,

( well as maintain personal sanity!). Many teachers have tried a variety of

3 pproaches, only to discover that they end up with something similar to a

- "free reading" class, with little teacher-input about the essence of

Literat re; or they back-track out of frustration to the structured one-

class -one -book approa ch because at-leaststhey are "teaching" something.

For past-seVeral years the Secondary Literature section of the Hawaii

English Project has been working towaTds, a materials and classroom management

approach for grades 7-,12 that permits. Structure and optionality to operate

simultaneously. We have tested our materials with about 13,000 students and

a large number of teachers, and we know that individual choice within a'

structure is an effective d'stimulating way, to teach literature.

(The Secondary,Lit raiure section is part of the K-12 Hawaii English

Project--HEP--which has beenoin development since 1967. The other sections

of the program al-1e Language Systems and Skills, the latter of which is divided

into Skills Lab ar)id sski11s Workshop. Installation of grades K-6 materials,

winners of several national &lards,.began in 1970; the secondary portion began

in Fall ofs1977:Y-
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The format develOpe by HEP Secondary Literature permits modified in-
,

dividua choice,, in whi h the class works in groups of three to five students':

each group choosing f m a selection of four to eight separate thematic

units (explained in ore detail below). Within each unit students make

additional reading d taskchotces, and they also work at their own paces.

We have disco ered that wide student.option, within structure,is not

only possible bu satisfactdry, providing certain development and management

techniques are onsidered; and most of these are within reachof the individual

.teacher. Moss techniques may also ba generalized beydnd literature and

language arks to other subject areas: In theremainder of this-article I

_propose' give you the-Success Secrets of. NEP Seond-ary Literaturffl.

..,
0,-

DE ELOPMEN AND MATERIALS*CONSIDERiTIONS. is

aterials eveopment wjll profit from'interactiOn amongverAl people,-
. *4

.. - -, . - , .

if os'sible--Lt echers, currW0.0 'planners, etc. These could be-a 9roGp froth
/-.

.

a single scho l 'or,Pbetter yet:a wider -based group gather,ed as the'resu.lt
,.

f a district project. One person must have the primaTy.responsibility,for,

the design of a specific Segment,,but ihteractionend critiquing as a group

are inyalua le for-,e 'qtralltiy-0;oject, grthere is considerable growth in

, .. the process.,;;Yor the participants. ..
zik,

..

i
4 ,

Materials must be ready when teachers begin to teach the course. ,Under
-%

the pressures of time and money; many teachers try.to "create" ihdiv

.

multi-group activities as they gO, perhaps keeping just a few days ahead of

the students. There is no better way to exhaust and frustrate ttye teacher;

and probablysturhim or her off to multi-groups forever!

4 3
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The unit(s) cannot overload the teacher with preparations of a large

number of dittoes, etc. Initially'we developed numerous worksheets, especially

in theuni:ts designedfor slower students; however, workbooks are expensive

and, while masters can be provided, their number should be kept minimal.
.

.

We ultimately .reduced the number of,worksheets as much as possible; instead

we reproduced the activities in the non-consumable unit booklets that thee

state is printing and asked the students to use their own paper.' Where we

felt a worksheet W'as,essential (as in crossword puzzles, etc. that elale to

a specific story), we have provided masters for the teAcHers,and they can

always create more'if they want', but.excessiveamounts of required preparation

will destr'oy any course.

',A specific content focus is valUable,-even with thematic unitSA Fer.
% J

. .

. .

example q order to provide a sequential literature curriculum in 'HP,
.

We

designat CalS*ific,genre focus at each grade level. In 7th grade, fa.
-.. ..

instante, although students will encounter all types of literature in,the

various units:, each unit will include some, emphasis on the.tructure and ele-

,

ments-of the short story, At the 8th grade the focuS is non-fictiOn;,at

it is poetry;'iand at'10thit is the American novel. (Grades 11 and 12

have a different format.) At each grade we have chosen specific concepts or ,.

.

..
.

,,..-
lk

terms to be,emphasized, and the are encountered in
.

the introductory unit

4nd all the optional units.

Each year th-Literature prograM begins with a week-lOng, teacher -led

introductory' unit that presents the grade level concepts through working with"

the specific genre.- (Seventh graders learn about Protagonist; and
, .., .

_.
,

Conflict--among others--while working with Jackson's "Charles" :and Thurber's .,

. 'Unicor in ,,he Garden.") fhe students are then introduced to the

ti

A
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optional, thematic units and they choose their own areas of reading interest,

-from eight units available. :seventh grade units include such themes as

"Battling Fear," "Matching Wi,ts ," '"Animal World," and, "Strange Happenings .°

J

Each unit, includes several pieces of )i-terature with related activities,

that focus on student response. ,In "Desperate Moments ," a 7th.:grade Unit

for more able students, they will choose at least one out-of-class book to,

read-, for which they w>i 11 dO a project such a _poster., a. radio commercial,

ore an evaluation. They will read four well -kno n suspense stories- and write

40
an epi iogue, a entryand a script, as well as design a card gam'e.

Aunit takes about three weeks to complete, after which another choice may be

made.

Individual differences must 1e-Qplanned for, even in a homogeneous class.

Some units require More reading than others, so that by coinbiniQg the options

judiciously, teachers have used the. materials with good results in classrooms

ranging from homogeneous to widely heterogenous. All units have a substan-

tial list of "bonus" activities, and additional reading suggestions. Teachers

and students may create their own reted activities. Teachers' are also

encouraged to delete specific selections or ,activities when it 'is appropriate

to do so for a student- who isAavi-ng-probl ems -

The activities .developed must enhance the students'' perceptions of the

selections and encourage personal response. Related to each reading is a

variety of response -type activities such as the ones, listed. above. These

have been designed to emphasize key concepts, provide for increased students'

f
awareness of their own reactions, and increase enjoyment. Student choice

. is permitted for .many of these,
O . '.

The d4rectioris" mpsf be, self-directive, and they must te crystal 'clear
,, ..

,
.. .

. .

and very specific. Each activity -must provide such-seemingly tri Vizi



infarmatiom as the following:

4 4 Does the student work alone, with another,-or with 6 group?

2. Does-the stticteruse-a worksheet or his or .her own paper?

3. What minimum length is exphted when any writing assignment is

/
given? 1\

,"

.

4% What does'the student do with an assignment whdn it is cg,ipleted?.

ifA typical instructfon.would read as follows:

. Complete."1* Sidewalk'!- Cartoon Strip. Work alone this.

The purp oses of this activity a e to have you review plOt highlight's
and to have you examine character Nthrough creating.dialogue .

I. Ask your teacher for the cartoon strip worksheet.
2. Look at each frame in.thg cartoon strip and try to match it

. up with an vincident in the story.
3. Then fill in the dialogue "balloon", for the appropriate charac-

ters. USE YOUR OWN_WORDS AS MUCH AS POSSIBLE.

4. Hand in your cartoon when you have finished:
9

If specifics like the above are not included, and.writte very clearly,

students will not function well independently, and the teacher will dis ver

tiat she or-he spends a great deal of time just answering the same questions.

In addition, students must be taught that they are expected to read and follow

directions. In our testing we discovered that,often students- are*so accustomed

to ignoring the directto6§ and depending on the teacher for everything that
_

. ,
0

. , ,0..:r_
even clear dfrections are not sufficient if the teacher does not insist that

, C

the students func ion independently.

The goal in du material& was to create activity bookletsand workOetS

-that freed the teaCh-dt,&om most of the management work'. And we,have generally

been able to achieve this; a concomitant result,has been increased self-

V.) ,,

'reliance on-the part of students. Typical teacher comments; at the end of

testing'were these:

°

°

. "One of the best fgaturep-of this prOgraN was tftestOqpnts4 rispOnsibiljty,

4, .
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choice, and self - pacing. They worked indepepdently,alwei-e Self-motivated

without my 'bossing' them: the students knew_they'were rqsponsible for the'
r -19-4

,work for the unit."

"Students were able to work independently pnd'respobsibly. More time

was available for the less'able student to receive one7tO-on976-i.ttention."

"I'had not expected the students to'be able to evaluate their on

worias well or a5. honestly as they did. Most of the students were able

. ,e`

to work independently and to pace themselves, sometimes at muchbrisker

rate than I would lave set for them.:'

Indicate the reason or purpose for:each task. The boxed statement in

"The Sidewalk" directions is an example. This type.bf stal&ent was added
.

-about midway through our testing. Pihners were initially a bit skeptical.

about somethingso didactic, but teachers 4nd students alike have been en-
.

:thusiastic. Teachers like it because it reminds them quickly and spedifically

.why the activity was included and it gives them something t check the.

!

students,on. Students,have-Commented that they like knowing"ikty they are

' doing something. It seems to please parents, too, because, while their
. .

i ",,..,

children are enjoying the activities they are doing, it is also obvious they ./.

ie

are learning something "basid." . N

In.the interest Of brevity, these statements can't possibly cover evey--
.. ,

they
\ .

,.
A ,<,

thing, but h serve a valuable function; and if you.have to relate your

materials to objectives for evaluation, you will find these stateMents serve

that purpose admirably too.

Whenever possible, provide the students with models, especially for

writingtasks. The students are much more able to follow directions by them-

selves ifthey can see an actual model of what they are to ao, rat least

., A
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are provided with a starter sentence or two. Adding models to our instruc-

tions cut down,substaatiallY on'student questions.

CLASSROOM MANAGEMENT CONSIDERATIONS',

up the room in such a way'that students can handle the materials.

Management of materials can be a nightmare when you are working with

multiple units unles.the students themselveS help out. When room

management is organized from the very beginning, students quickly become

profi lent yrk maintaining the materials. With° several units, tt helps to set

up oe.specific place in the room for the-materials of each unit, with student

-monitors assigned to keep track of items. Students soon learn their tasks

and often go directly to their materials when they enter the room and begin

working even before class has started..
,

.

Students must be able to keep track of their-own progress, and the
o

grading system must be as simplified 415 possible. We ultimately came up

with an Activity Checklist that has been one of the most helpful aspects

,.,Of management. A student's Checklist might look like this: RCi Pol,,JTpnios Tf.,
,,,,s

Pos5,61LnyCVNEr
t

1. Read North to Freedom
/5) , : /G

2. .Completei'the Private 0 Chapter.Reports

4

3 5
5 .

3. Complete the grail) map 5

5

4. Complete the group report

*It

The s udent fills in the boxes with a Check and/or the grade or points-received

!oak,

I.when the activity is'done.' Need for revision may be indicated by the teacher.

.Teachers may also require that the students,include_in expected completion

date for specific activities; and the, list then also functions at a sort of

1



contract. Students- especially like the list beCaUse It gives the a quick

#
Ibverview of jUst_what they.must do to.complete a unit. . -.

/
.

5'
With several groUps working on different activities, a tradi- tiorral grade-

.

book is impossible, so teachers also use the same Checklists one per group,

and record the names of thestudents-at-tre top of each column. .As-the

activities are already listed, they can simply 'record the coMpletion, grade

(
pojnts,. or whatever. The C h.ecklists in the teacher's manual have suggested.

points for each activity, but the master provided for students has no points,

t.

in case teachers choose different points or a different' type of grading. ,

4.

Although students enjoy:working-at their own pace, they also like and

need to\work with other students from tire to time. Our solution to this

,was .to provide a ninber of activities in each unit that require small-group

work. As mentioned, we provide seven or eight units at any one grade level.

For grades 7-9 we recommend that the teachers use no fewer than four units.,

end' in fact, on'y ten copies of materials, books, etc. come in each unit kit.

However, we also'recommend that ho group be larger than four or five students,

in order to allow for effective interaction. (This means that in our-prOgream

two groups wilusually be working wit4,each u nit.) 'Unit activities move
1

betweeh individuaTized Work and small group, whidh provides a good variety

for the students. All units also require a group EvaluationnISegsion asOihaf

activity. '
f ,.'

t

' 11 ,

) i
I

Small-group discussion must be struct/i>ed. This is especially essential
-

r

at the intermediate level.' Initially we tried directions like "Discuss he

story 'Keoki' in your.46up." That was simply too vague. Now we includ

specific questions and often require thatthe students choose a recorde to

write down the answers. In particularly difficult discussions, we ask the

9
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group to schedule a meeting with the teacher: And the teacher directs the

fipal Evaluation Session, wh.ich.is structured )iith specific as wella$
4 -

open-ended questions.

Students also need to interact as a whole class from time to time.

f There are a variety of ways this will happen in any classrodm, but, in

addition to the week-long introduction, which it techerlled, we have recom-

: mended that the teacher's ,schedule a "sharing week" about the time he

students are completipg-the first set of units. Each grouvmust plan a

presentatiqp of some kind - -from dramatization to a bulletin board display-4

to shaALre their reactions to their Units.

TEACHER CONSIDERATIONS

Teachers need to be assured 'that several activities can co-exist peace-

.fully and effectively i( the same room. Inv"ariably'in our testing this was

the one aspect that teachers were initially most skeptical and pprehensive
,

-about. If they had never done any indiViduelizing,-they hasd a difficult time

believing that it would really work, but it does work as they inevitably tell

Ius.later:

"I became a4Scilitator/resource person. On the whole, I was able to

help students without-being the center of learnihg."

"The program has necessitated my revising a familiar but out-of-date

way'of teacher (lecture - -large clas0 that for'me is no longerieffective or

-comfortable."

"My approach has changed. When once I would have shied away from small

group activities because of noise and management probleins,' I believe I now

prefet small groups to a whole class set-up. "Individual differences and

problems are,easier to detect, diagnOse, or deal 'with."

'"I was able to develop a more personal relationship with many students

,
0
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and exchange. ideas with them about the work. I was free to go from one group
t

tothe other orhelp students who Were_loWinjanguage arts."
,

We are all creatures of habit, and if we h'ave done something one may or

years, It can be veisy hard to Change.' (This is one reason why we have insisted

1
4

that only ten copies of materials go in each unit. We know this structure will
-

require the teacher.' to individualiZe.- We believe that if.teachers will onlly

give individualization a chance, we can convert them. 15,nd we do!) -

Teachers new to this approach need and, deserve some pre-training before

';

they begin working withthe students. They need to becottip'familiar with the

philosophy and management techniques as well as the materiels, or changes in-

technique rarely take place. This familiarity" best comes,about in a workshop
. 't.

.

setting. We'-have found teachersieager to take the training Workshop 's oft their
, r

7
own time. Our init4r training

.

for test teachers was 'aithree,-weekstimmer

workshop,, and"We had more Joluntetrs.than'we could handl,e. Ar9istallation

.

of 7th grade,.moi'e

.

than 80 per cent of the state's -7th grade teachers

...:

volunteered to take a one-week.training session. Once teachers see and
,.

experience new approaches, their willingness to experiment and risk and--\

change increases sUbttantially:
I.

2

Teachers do need to be front and center occasionally. 'The- whole - ,class

introductory,unit proyides a means for the teacher to introduce the students

to the management style, recording"forms, and the concepts thr.oughwhole-
-

class interaction with a few specific pieces 'of literature. eAnd,),Ocf course,

at any time the teacher can bring,the class together for a variety ofreasons..

In addition, during the final-Evaluation Session:teachers have the opportult.

ity to dothe kind of probing, questioningstimulating, etc. that English

teachers love to dot

4'
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Teachers need to be reassured.theyare still important when students

function independently. Believe it or not, onecommon complaint when teachers

:first began testing was, "Idon't feel necessary anymore. The students are

_ working so Well without me:" And this was said wistfully, or-even angrily.

Of course, what had 1.4.ppene,d OV'that the teacher had been freed from his or

her position "up front',' to work with Individual students, to sit in group

.

1
, . . ..., -

:discussion's, to iRteract where needed in many different-ways; but this mode

,

of,techi-ngis'so unique to some teachers that it takes them. a while to

grasythe posSibiltties. And while Some'teachers may admittedly never be

able to make the move from the front of the room to the student's side, fon

most teaches it is a genuine thrill to discover that they suddenly really

do have: the time to help Where needed. .

o - Teachers need to understand.the importance of,schedulin'githeir time-to'

.

...

i

. .

nteract with stuqents. At the oppoite end from the teacher who is initially .,

upset to be
.

"unnecessary" is the teacher Who i$ so delighted'that the
. ,

students are functioning, by4themselves that he or she spends a-1,1)0e

.

..-.

.

time at'the'esk correcting, papers or. doing ,other thifi-g. Individualizatfbn
%

r

makes it essential that the, teacher interact frOuently, with` each`studenti
,

..

, Li 3 .7
' Ir. '

-

and this means.doing SomiiIITID16.re 'than' leaning over and askingt "Is-. ,. ,
.

,..

.
,..

.everything okay?"- Teachers must actually,sit dowv)t(*/the students who are
.,..

e :
.

. ,

,working independently. Ideally they will' schedule regular "meetings" With.
,

leach group daily or at leaft twice'a week. ,Time and again we discovered that

Students needed to have a minor misconception cleared up or rbrief redirection

on,something. This is especially ,critical in relation to understanding pTecest

of literature. The effective teacher recognizes these needs and makes sure.
.

pthey are met. There is no question but- that multi activities require scheduling.

The testing teachers who managed best kept, a blackboard calendar for

each,class vith completion dates, Evaluation 'Sessions, Sharing SeSsions, etc.

12 O
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scheduled for each group. That way, everyone in the -room knew what Was going

J

on and what was expected of them.

Materials need to be sufficiently open-ended so that teachers can add

their own 'ideas and inspirations. We talk about "serendipity' in our teacher's

manual. 4And we quote Dylan Thkmas' line about poetry, paraphrasing it for

.

literature: "We have tried to structure the Literature progra4m with

: enoughroom for1things that are not there to 'creep, crawl, flash, or

thunder in, .

In

A-qood structure will allow for moments of excitement when students

encounter literature they like, but it caunot guarantep those moments::

.they remaind at least partly a facet 'of teacher-student relationships.

-Optionaltty is important for both student and teacher; good structure frees

both to become increasingly creative. Optionality and strdcture' meinforce

one another when the details of management are provided for. 'We think our

management technique's permitexciting,teaching to happen. But these are

all means to the goal that al.6of us English teachers share: seeing' our,

'students light up with the joyof a piece of literature that says something'

to them; and discovering this delight again and again.

13
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